At the same time, the government was forced to admit that some of the pollution targets set for this year will not be met. Specifically, Australia wanted to reduce the fertiliser runoff by 50% by this year under the socalled Reef Plan, but this target has now been postponed to 2018. Only small reductions in nitrogen and sediment runoff have been achieved so far.
These problems can be clearly linked to agricultural practices introduced relatively recently. "Historical records from the skeletons of corals show a 5-to 10-fold increase in the delivery of sediments after the arrival of Europeans and their livestock in the last 1800s," explains Hughes. "Many coastal reefs and seagrass beds have been destroyed, often long before modern monitoring or management began. Sediment can smother juvenile corals, hindering the capacity of reefs to recover from natural and man-made disasters like cyclones or bleaching events."
In a recent study of several reef systems in the Caribbean, Chris Perry from the University of Exeter, UK, and colleagues from several other institutions estimated the long-term speed of accretion of carbonate to the reefs and compared it to the rate observed on geological timescales throughout the Holocene (Nat. Commun. (2013) doi 10.1038/ ncomms/24090).
The researchers found that the net production rate (as measured in kilogram carbonate added per year) was around half the historic rate, while the accretion rate (millimetres growth per year) is even an entire order of magnitude smaller than the historic rate.
The authors attribute this weak growth to the changes in reef ecosystems, which today are generally impoverished. Even the Caribbean reefs with a healthy amount of live coral cover, the authors report, rely now on just one species (Monastraea) for the bulk of their carbonate production, while the higher production rates in historic times were due to corals from two different genera, Monastraea and Acropora.
Combined with natural erosion rates, the weak growth of the reefs may actually mean that some of them are eroding faster than they can grow and are ultimately disappearing. Furthermore, slow growth can become a problem if it is outpaced by sea level rise.
Apart from bleaching, other diseases of corals also seem to be spreading, as Caroline Rogers and Jeff Miller have pointed out in a recent letter to Science (Science (2013 (Science ( ) 340, 1522 . Some of these seem to be encouraged by pollution, or possibly overfishing in ways that remain to be explored. For instance, research published in 2008 suggested that active ingredients from sunscreen, which washes off swimmers on the scale of thousands of tonnes per year, can activate dormant viruses in the corals' zooxanthellae symbionts and thus trigger a deadly disease. At the Great Barrier Reef, fertiliser pollution has encouraged the spread of a native starfish called crown of thorns (Acanthaster planci), which preys on coral polyps. Further unexpected ways in which humans harm corals may yet surface.
Given the important ecosystem services that coral reefs provide to industries, including fisheries and tourism -not to mention the fact that some island nations are literally built on them -the continuing danger to their health remains a pressing concern, even if some reefs can sometimes recover from disturbance or adapt to mitigate the impact of climate change.
One ray of hope is offered by the as yet little explored deeper reefs, found at depths between 30 and 150 metres. These socalled mesophotic reefs are better shielded from human impact than the shallower ones, both by their depth and by greater distance from the shore. However, they are also less well understood scientifically, and often not even mapped, let alone granted protection. Researchers hope that these little known reefs may act as a species reserve to re-seed shallow reefs. In a recent commentary (Nature Climate Change (2013) How did you end up choosing a career as a scientist? Choosing isn't really the right word, and the path was convoluted, but here goes: in kindergarten and grade school, I actually spent a fair amount of time thinking about what I wanted to be when I grew up. Back then, I had three main interests: reading, looking at pictures of herps (reptiles and amphibians), and playing sandlot football. So I decided I would be a defensive lineman in the NFL because I had never heard of anyone who was paid to read or to look at lizards whereas every Sunday I could watch people who were paid to play football. This was a most unrealistic career choice for me, given my lack of athletic ability and the fact that even after reaching adulthood, my entire body mass could be comfortably accommodated within just one of [former Green Bay Packer nose tackle] Gilbert Brown's buttocks, but to my way of thinking it made perfect sense: football is fun, people get paid to play it, why not be a professional football player?
But one summer afternoon I found a copy of The Labors of Hercules in the family car and started reading it. It was not, as I thought, Greek mythology with all of that fascinating sex and gore, but instead short stories about a strange little Belgian named Hercule Poirot. By the end of the first story, though, I was completely engrossed, and once the book was finished, I became an avid mystery fan. That same summer, I decided one day to go hunting for salamanders, having tired of just looking at pictures of them. I had read that salamanders Q & A were aquatic, so I went into the woods behind my house and I poked around quiet streams, pools and marshes, many of which could only be reached by crawling through blackberry bush tangles. After a couple of hours of this, and no success, I gave up, but not before I had experienced the pleasure of finding a tiny creek and pool I had never before encountered. I emerged from the woods into our rather ill-kept back yard, tired but happy, and determined to go hunting at the next opportunity. There were still a few hours of daylight left, so I looked around for something to do. I saw an old ball at the edge of the yard, almost completely covered by weeds. I picked the ball up and to my surprise there was a teeny little salamander underneath it.
These experiences taught me that discovery -whether it be the identity of a fictional criminal or the location of an actual amphibian -is extremely fun, that discovering the wrong thing can be better than discovering the right thing, and that the right discovery can be made in the wrong place. Reading Agatha Christie, Arthur Conan Doyle and others provided a further essential piece of information: people got paid to solve mysteries. Thus, it was goodbye professional football player, hello private detective. You still with me?
Yes, although you shouldn't be shy about getting to the point for my sake. No worries. That was all in grade school. From then until college, I spent much less time thinking about what kind of career I wanted; when I did, I generally went with the private detective or, occasionally, cop. This in spite of the fact that the various parttime and summer jobs I held to make money for college -veterinarian assistant, janitor, security guard, ice cream truck driver -made it abundantly clear to me that there were plenty of jobs out there that I did not want. About halfway through college, though, I had to declare a major. Because I retained my fascination with discovery, I was thinking about majoring in biology, but I also still enjoyed reading very much, and writing as well, so I was also thinking about majoring in English. I finally decided that if I ended up picking a career based on biology, I would definitely need a biology degree, whereas if I opted to become a writer or something like that, I would not necessarily need an English degree.
Note that I still wasn't visualizing any particular career, I was just picking a major because I had to. Nonetheless, that choice proved fateful: Whitman required independent research for all of its science graduates. To satisfy this requirement, in my senior year I worked with Professor Paul Yancey, who took me and another student out to a marine lab on the coast of Oregon to analyze fish alcohol dehydrogenase activity under different temperature and pressure conditions. This was my first exposure to actual research and I absolutely loved it. The time flew by, and within the space of a long weekend, I went from having no idea what I wanted to do with my life to knowing that I wanted to spend it doing research. It was too late to apply for graduate school that year but I did so the following year and from there it was a more-or-less straight shot to academic science.
Why on earth would you want to be an academic scientist? Isn't that obvious based on what I just told you? Because research is incredibly fun and, in academic science, you are largely responsible for the direction your research takes. Certainly, the work is hard, and often quite stressful, but this has always been balanced by the excitement that comes with discovery. In fact, as far as I am concerned, I have the best job in the world. If that seems hyperbolic, consider this: I love cells. Passionately. What is the stressful part? There are lots of low-level stresses. For example, I enjoy teaching quite a bit, but some parts of it, such as giving exams, grading, and dealing with frustrated students, have always been stressful. And simply giving 33 lectures in front of 150 or more students in a semester can wear you down, even if you also enjoy it. Also stressful, but distinctly less enjoyable, is coping with the everrising and ever-changing regulatory tide. Effort certification, cost sharing, activity reports, outside activity reports, lobbying reports, biosafety protocols, animal care protocols, material transfer agreements, the list grows with each passing year and the requirements are constantly shifting.
None of that sounds so awful. None of it is. I haven't gotten to the really stressful feature of being an academic scientist.
And that would be...? Grants. Not so much the writing itself as the pressure associated with the funding process. Let's say you have one NIH grant. The RO1s [the standard research grant] run 3-5 years. That means that at least every 3-5 years you face the possibility that your grant won't be renewed which means that the research stops and everyone who works in your lab is suddenly without a job. So you aren't simply worrying about whether you can sustain your research program, you are worrying about whether or not the people you work with will have paychecks.
Can't you just revise your grant and resubmit? You can, but only once. If it isn't funded the second time, you have to write a completely new proposal, even if the reviewers liked the proposal but it fell a bit below the fundable range. Further, it takes months between submitting a grant and finding out whether it has a fundable score, and then months until the funding actually starts.
That does sound stressful. It is. And it is getting worse. When I started out, I wrote a total of 17 proposals to different agencies before I obtained funding. But that was back when the funding levels were reasonable -with paylines at the 20-30% level, and you could resubmit twice. When I finally did get funding, I barely made the cutoff, and that on my third try. Now the paylines are significantly lower and one only has two shots which means that 'young Bill' would never make it in today's environment.
So if you opened a 50 ml falcon tube and a genie emerged offering you one wish, it would be for more support for the NIH, NSF and other funding agencies? Yes, definitely.
What if the genie was short on cash but otherwise omnipotent? Could I wish for that genie to create another genie that had lots of cash?
No. Well then I guess I would wish to have the agencies emphasize funding more labs with smaller awards rather than fewer labs with larger and/or multiple awards. Science needs lots of different people working on lots of different systems and generating lots of different ideas. I think that the loss of this diversity, particularly amongst the rising generation of scientists, is the most pressing danger of the falling paylines and the agencies should adjust their policies accordingly.
Speaking of the rising generation of scientists, do you have any advice for them? First, always have at least one weird project going somewhere in your lab because the weird projects generally produce the most interesting results. However, do not make the weird project the focus of a grant proposal, because granting agencies are quite conservative and won't fund anything that is considered weird, particularly if it is proposed by someone who is just starting out. Second, do not avoid a series of experiments just because a reagent is not available. Make the reagent yourself or have someone in your lab do it. And don't wait to make it. Do it. Right now. Third, while you should take your research seriously, try not take yourself too seriously. 
Soft robots Barry Trimmer
What is a soft robot? A soft robot is an engineered mobile machine that is largely constructed from soft materials. Most traditional robots are constructed from stiff materials such as steel, aluminum and ABS plastic. They are usually powered directly by electric motors or by pumps forcing hydraulic fluids through rigid tubes. Such machines are capable of large forces, high speeds and great precision, making them very productive in factory assembly lines. However, very few of these machines can operate in natural environments or in close proximity to humans. In addition to safety concerns, these robots are simply not very good at adapting to different circumstances and they are not well-matched to the materials they encounter. To try and overcome some of these obstacles there is an increasing interest in building robots from soft materials. Soft robots deform during normal use and range from being merely flexible to being extraordinarily 'squishy' and capable of dramatically changing their size and shape (morphing).
Why do we need soft robots? One goal of soft robotics is to make machines that are adaptable and more animal-like in their capabilities. We take it for granted that humans can walk up and down stairs, navigate through a cluttered room or move delicate objects, but these tasks are extraordinarily difficult even for the most advanced machines. Part of the problem is that stiff robots are controlled with great precision; they continuously monitor their body posture or torques and plan out their movements with very stringent constraints. This is necessary because stiff robots can easily damage themselves or the world around them if they become unstable. Movement precision becomes exceedingly difficult if the robot has a large number of joints (a high degree of freedom) or many ways to move its body. The problem is compounded when the robot moves into more natural or human-based environments that are filled with variety and continuously changing conditions. The robot cannot accurately predict or measure parameters that affect its performance such as surface friction, uneven floors, hard and soft obstacles, gusting winds or moving objects. Such robots simply cannot compute all the necessary forces and displacements to maintain precision.
Some of these calculations can be reduced by designing the body to automatically exploit natural kinematics and dynamics. For example, passive dynamic walking robots can walk without a 'brain'; their legs and torso interact mechanically to produce a very natural-looking gait. This concept can be extended to include the mechanical properties of the structural materials themselves. Soft materials often have non-linear responses to forces with properties such as pseudo-elasticity, viscoelasticity, anisotropy, yield, creep and work softening or hardening. Different soft materials can therefore be selected for each body part and matched to the robot's function. The extensive use of soft materials is one of the major differences between animals and current robots. Even in animals such as humans, the rigid skeleton comprises less than 15% of the overall body weight, the rest is very soft tissue. Soft materials are extremely good at dissipating energy from impacts, damping oscillations and generally smoothing-out discontinuous movements and forces. Robots designed with these features are expected to be much more natural in their movements and generally more adaptable and robust.
What are the challenges to making soft robots? An autonomous robot must have a basic body structure (the chassis), sensors, a central control system (microprocessor), actuators (motors), a power supply and an overall program for its behavior. It is relatively simple to build a chassis from soft materials by casting, injection molding and multi-material threedimensional printing. Sensors and microprocessors can now be manufactured on such a small scale that even rigid components can be incorporated into soft robots without compromising the overall soft properties of the robot itself.
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